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ACTS geometry
ACTS TrackingGeometry is a surface based geometry that implements an 
intrinsic navigation 

- Surfaces between attaching volumes act as portals between them 
in order to minimise navigational search 
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4. Reconstruction of charged particle trajectories

(a) (b)

ApproachRepresenting Sensitive

Figure 4.6.: Sketch of theway a fully detailed simulation geometry (a)models passive elements,
in addition to the sensitive elements shown in green. (b) shows a simplified
version, where all non-sensitive elements are approximated.

section 4.3). Moreover, the fully detailed geometry comes at the disadvantage of introducing
significant overhead during navigation. In this process, an algorithm attempts to figure out
which elements the particle propagation needs to target, as the trajectory is likely to intersect
them. With a geometry description this precise, the navigation process becomes a significant
performance bottleneck.
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Figure 4.7.: Sketch of the way sensitive elements are grouped into layers. Shown is an xz-view
of a number of sensors, arranged as in the ATLAS silicon detector barrels. They
are grouped into three layers based on their mounting radius. The layers are
indicated in different colors.

As a compromise between modelling accuracy and performance, the ATLAS tracking uses
a simplified geometry model [150]. It focusses on the sensitive elements, which are strictly
needed, while passive elements are discarded from the explicit description and approximated.
Figure 4.6b shows such a simplified geometry. Here, the sensitive elements are still shown in
green, and other elements are greyed out, indicating that they are discarded. The sensitive
elements are then grouped into layers, as sketched in figure 4.7. How exactly the grouping
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Detailed Geometry  
(DD4hep, Geant4, GeoModel, TGeo …)

Acts::TrackingGeometry
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ACTS geometry from DD4hep
A dedicated Plugin/DD4hep converter is available to interpret the DD4Hep 
geometry for ACTS 

(a) (b)

ApproachRepresenting Sensitive

Detailed Geometry  
(DD4hep, Geant4, GeoModel, TGeo …)

Acts::TrackingGeometry

Mainly translating sensitive elements

Also need some additional info: 
- cylinder, disc, plane layer 
- envelope distances, etc.
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Acts::ActsExtension object
We attach a dedicated Acts::ActsExtension object to DD4hep 

- works, BUT creates an explicit dependency  

- some examples follow:

FCCeeCLD
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Acts::ActsExtension object

FCCeeCLD

FCCeeCLD

Particularly important: 

- how does the volume coordinate  
  frame map into the surface coordinate 
  frame ? 
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Acts::ActsExtension object

FCCeeCLD

FCCeeCLD

Particularly important: 

- how does the volume coordinate  
  frame map into the surface coordinate 
  frame ? 
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Axis orientation
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3D geometry model

Surface based 
geometry model 
(convention on z-axis)

“XYZ” 

“YZX” 
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Acts::ActsExtension object
Nothing more than a string based  
data base  
- is only used for detector construction once 
  hence string based map look up is perfectly fine 
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Discussion
Is there a way we can communicate these sort of information 

- WITHOUT a dedicated Acts::ActsExtension object 

- EXTENDABLE?


